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Abstract
Over the last decade, a dramatic increase has been observed in the need for generating and organising data in
the course of large parameter studies, performance analysis, and software testings. We have developed the ZENTURIO experiment management tool for performance and parameter studies on cluster and Grid architectures. In this
paper we describe our experience with ZENTURIO for performance and parameter studies of a material science kernel, a three-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation, a fast
fourier transform, and a financial modeling application. Experiments have been conducted on an SMP cluster with Fast
Ethernet and Myrinet communication networks, using PBS
(Portable Batch System) and GRAM (Globus Resource Allocation Manager) as job managers.

1. Introduction
The development and execution management of scientific and engineering applications on complex, heterogeneous and non-dedicated distributed architectures, ranging
from cluster architectures to widely distributed Grid structures, is a tedious, time-consuming, and error-prone process.
Commonly these efforts require to conduct large number of
executions for a given application. In previous work [14] we
introduced the ZENTURIO experiment management tool
for parameter studies, performance analysis, and software
testings on cluster and Grid architectures. ZENTURIO provides the ZEN directive-based language [13] to specify arbi This research is supported by the Austrian Science Fund as part of the
Aurora project under contract SFBF1104.

trary value ranges for any application parameter, including
program variables, file names, compiler options, target machines, machine sizes, scheduling strategies, data distributions, etc. Application parameters are called ZEN variables.
In addition, ZEN directives can be used to request a large
variety of performance metrics (e.g. cache misses, load imballance, execution, communication, synchronisation time)
for an application. ZENTURIO has been designed and implemented as a distributed service architecture based on the
Jini technology (see Fig. 1). A graphical-based User Portal allows to input an application via its constituent files and
displays an updated view of experiments, as they progress.
From the ZEN-annotated application, ZENTURIO automatically generates the full set of experiments by using an Experiment Generator service. The SCALEA [17] performance analysis tool, which provides a complete Fortran90,
OpenMP, and HPF front-end, is used to instrument the application for performance metrics. After being generated,
experiments are automatically transferred to an Experiment
Executor service, which launches and manipulates the experiments on the target machine. Upon their completion,
the output and performance data are automatically stored
into an Experiment Data Repository for post-mortem analysis. High level performance overheads are computed and
stored by a post-mortem performance analysis component
of SCALEA. An Application Data Visualiser, built on top
of the Askalon visualisation diagrams [6], is used to automatically visualise the collected data across multiple experiments. A wide range of diagrams is supported, including
barchart, linechart, piechart, and surface.
This paper illustrates the use of ZENTURIO for perfor-

set [3] which provides a central repository for all collected
data and integrated analysis and visualisation mechanisms.
Parametrisation is not generic like in ZENTURIO, but restricted to pre-defined application parameters.
The XPARE (eXPeriment Alerting and REporting) [4]
tools specify automated benchmark regression testings for a
given set of performance measurements of parallel applications. A historical panorama of the evolution of performance
across software versions is provided. Apart from software
versioning, no other parametrisation is addressed.
The Tracefile Testbed [7] is a new community repository
for performance data of parallel applications. It allows users
to search and retrieve tracefile metadata flexibly, based upon
parameters such as computer platform used, types of events
recorded, class of application, etc. Automatic execution of
experiments and data collection are not addressed.
Unicore [16] facilitates the usage of supercomputers on
the Internet. Unicore jobs are manually organised as directed acyclic graphs, consisting of job groups and tasks.
There is no support for automatic invocation of multiple experiments, parameter studies, and performance analysis.

Figure 1. The architecture of ZENTURIO.
mance and parameter studies of four parallel applications.
Our goal is to demonstrate that ZENTURIO is a generic
practical tool that enables to easily set-up and automatically
conduct and analyse large number of experiments for parameter and performance studies of parallel applications.
The next section summarises some related work. Section 3 illustrates the use of ZENTURIO on four highperformance parallel applications. Section 4 concludes the
paper and outlines some future work.

3. Experiments
In this section we describe several performance and parameter studies that have been conducted by ZENTURIO
on four different parallel applications. All experiments have
been run on a cluster of SMP nodes, each node consisting
of 4 Intel Pentium III Xeon 700 MHz CPUs, with 1MB fullspeed L2 cache, 2 GByte ECC RAM, running Linux 2.2.18SMP. The cluster has two interconnection network installed:
Fast Ethernet and Myrinet. Globus GRAM and PBS have
been used as job schedulers.

2. Related Work
The ZOO project [11] has been initiated to support
generic scientific experiment management by providing an
experiment specification language and by supporting automatic experiment execution and data exploration. Parameterisation is limited to input and output files.
Nimrod [1] and ILAB [18] are tools that manage the
execution of parameter studies. Unlike in ZENTURIO,
parametrisation is limited to input files only.
Paradyn [12] supports performance experiment management through techniques for quantitatively comparing several experiments. In contrast to ZENTURIO, experiments
have to be run manually. Performance analysis is done automatically for individual experiments only, based on historical data and dynamic instrumentation.
SKaMPI [15] provides a benchmarking environment for
MPI codes. A runtime parameter file allows the description
of a suite of measurements. A public performance database
allows storage of benchmark data and interactive comparison of MPI operations across different implementations and
platforms. Only a fixed number of machine and problem
sizes can be controlled by the programmer. SKaMPI provides limited control for performance analysis, while ZENTURIO integrates a full performance analysis tool.
The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) developed an automated benchmarking tool-

3.1. LAPW0
LAPW0 is a material science kernel, part of the Wien97
package [2], that calculates the potential of the Kohn-Sham
eigen-value problem. LAPW0 is implemented as a Fortran90 MPI program. Experiments have been scheduled on
the SMP cluster using PBS. We have varied several application parameters by means of ZEN directives. The problem
size is expressed by pairs of .clmsum and .struct input
files, indicated in the lapw0.def input file (see Ex. 3.1).
ZEN substitute directives are used to specify the file locations. The ZEN index constraint directive pairs the input files, according to the four problem sizes examined: 8,
16, 32, and 64 atoms. The machine size is controlled by
the nodes=1 and no procs ZEN variables in the PBS
script (see Ex. 3.2). nodes=1 controls the number of SMP
nodes, while no procs the number of MPI processes to
execute. The constraint directive ensures that the correct
number of SMP nodes is allocated for each number of MPI
processes. We examined the application performance for
two interconnection networks: Fast Ethernet and Myrinet.
2

For Fast Ethernet, shared memory has been used to communicate inside SMP nodes. The PBS script also assigns
the path of the mpirun command to the MPIRUN environment variable through a ZEN assignment directive. The application’s Makefile (see Ex. 3.3) sets the MPILIB environment variable to the corresponding MPI library. The global
constraint file (see Ex. 3.4) ensures the correct association
between the network specific (Fast Ethernet and Myrinet)
MPI libraries and the corresponding mpirun script. The
execution time (mnemonic WTIME) and the communication
time (mnemonic ODATA mnemonics) for the entire program
(mnemonic CR P) have been measured by using a ZEN behaviour directive (see Ex. 3.5).

partially due to the extensive communication overhead with
respect to the entire execution time. Fig. 2(c) shows the contribution of each computed overhead to the overall execution
time for each experiment. We could not separate the unidentified overhead from the optimal execution time (sequential
time divided by the number of processes) because a sequential implementation of LAPW0 could not be run due to physical memory limitations. For 64 atoms (1hour.struct),
the application scales well up to 16 processes, after which
the execution time becomes relatively constant.
The interconnection network does not improve the communication behaviour (see Fig. 2(b)) because all receive operations are blocking, which dominates the effective transfer
of the relative small amount of data among processes.

Example 3.1 (Problem size – lapw0.def)
!ZEN$ SUBSTITUTE 125hour.clmsum={ .125hour.clmsum,
.25hour.clmsum, .5hour.clmsum, 1hour.clmsum }
8,’ktp_.125hour.clmsum’,’old’,’formatted’,0
...
!ZEN$ SUBSTITUTE 125hour.struct={ .125hour.struct,
.25hour.struct, .5hour.struct, 1hour.struct }
20,’ktp_.125hour.struct’,’old’,’formatted’,0
!ZEN$ CONSTRAINT INDEX
125hour.clmsum == 125hour.struct

3.2. Three-Dimensional Particle-In-Cell
The three-dimensional Particle-In-Cell (3DPIC) application [10] simulates the interaction of high intensity ultrashot laser pulses with plasma in three dimensional geometry.
3DPIC has been implemented as a Fortran90/MPI code. We
scheduled the experiments on the SMP cluster using GRAM
over PBS as job manager. The application scalability has
been tested on seven different machine sizes (1, 4, 9, 12,
16, 25, and 36 processes), expressed by the count argument of the RSL script (see Ex. 3.6). Based on the number
of processes of one experiment, GRAM allocates the correct number of SMP nodes using PBS. Even though it is an
MPI application, we have set the RSL job type to single,
which allows us to vary the interconnection network locally
within the cluster. The application is started using the shell
script from Ex. 3.7, which assigns to the MPIRUN ZEN variable the path to the mpirun script. Similar to LAPW0, we
study the impact of the communication network (Fast Ethernet and Myrinet) by annotating the application’s Makefile (see Ex. 3.3). A global ZEN constraint file associates
the mpirun command with the corresponding MPI library
(see Ex. 3.8). Execution and communication time have been
measured, as already shown in Ex. 3.5.

Example 3.2 (PBS Script – run.pbs)
#!ZEN$ SUBSTITUTE nodes\=1 = { nodes={1:40} }
#PBS -l walltime=0:29:00,nodes=1:fourproc:ppn=4
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR
#!ZEN$ ASSIGN MPIRUN = {
/opt/local/mpich/bin/mpirun,
/opt/local/mpich_gm/bin/mpirun.ch_gm }
#!ZEN$ SUBSTITUTE no_procs = {1:40}
$(MPIRUN) -np no_procs ../SRC/lapw0 lapw0.def
#!ZEN$ CONSTRAINT INDEX 4*(nodes\=1 -1)<no_procs
&& no_procs <= 4*nodes\=1 && no_procs != 1
Example 3.3 (Makefile)
#ZEN$ ASSIGN MPILIB = { /opt/local/mpich/lib,
/opt/local/mpich_gm/lib }
LIBS = ... -lsismpiwrapper -L$(MPILIB) -lmpich
...
$(EXEC): $(OBJS)
$(F90) -o lapw0 $(OBJS) $(LIBS)
Example 3.4 (Global constraint file)
!ZEN$ CONSTRAINT INDEX
Makefile:MPILIB == run.pbs:MPIRUN

Example 3.6 (Globus RSL script – run.rsl)
+(&
(resourceManagerContact="gescher/jobmanager-pbs")
(*ZEN$ SUBSTITUTE count\=4 =
{count={1,1,3,3,4,7,9}}*)
(count=4)
(jobtype=single)
(directory="/home/radu/APPS/LAPW0/znse_6")
(executable="script.sh") )

Example 3.5 (Source file – lapw0.F)
!ZEN$ CR PMETRIC WTIME, ODATA

Eight ZEN directives have been inserted into 6 ZEN files,
based on which a total of 320 experiments were automatically generated and executed by ZENTURIO. The Application Data Visualiser has been used to automatically generate
the diagrams from Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the scalability of
the application for all four problems sizes. The scalability
of the algorithm improves by increasing the LAPW0 problem size (number of atoms). For a problem size of 8 atoms
(125hour.struct) LAPW0 does not scale at all. This is

Example 3.7 (Shell script – script.sh)
#!/bin/sh
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR
n = ‘wc -l < $PBS_NODEFILE‘
#ZEN$ ASSIGN MPIRUN = {
/opt/local/mpich/bin/mpirun,
/opt/local/mpich_gm/bin/mpirun.ch_gm }
$(MPIRUN) -np $n -machinefile $PBS_NODEFILE lapw0
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(a) Scalability study for 4 problem sizes using Fast Ethernet
communication.

(b) Network comparison for 64 atoms problem size.

(c) Contribution of Myrinet communication metrics to the total execution time for 8 atoms problem size.

Figure 2. Visualisation Diagrams for LAPW0.

(a) Scalability study and network comparison (Fast Ethernet
versus Myrinet).

(b) Comparison of communication overhead for Fast Ethernet
and Myrinet.

(c) Contribution of Myrinet communication metrics to the total execution time.

Figure 3. Visualisation Diagrams for 3DPIC.
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(a) Scalability study for length=¾ problem size, for different number of SMP nodes and MPI processes per node over
Myrinet.

(b) Network comparison (Fast Ethernet versus Myrinet) for
length=¾ problem size using 4 MPI processes per SMP
node.

Figure 4. Visualisation Diagrams for FFTW.
Example 3.8 (Global constraint file)
!ZEN$ CONSTRAINT INDEX
Makefile:MPILIB==script.sh:MPIRUN

and configuration. The application performance has been
examined for two interconnection networks (Fast Ethernet
and Myrinet) by annotating the application Makefile (see
Ex. 3.3) and the PBS script (see Ex. 3.10), as already explained in Section 3.1. For Fast Ethernet, shared memory
has been used for communication inside SMP nodes.

Five ZEN directives have been inserted into 4 files to generate fourteen experiments. Fig. 3(a) indicates a good scalability behaviour of the application. The use of Myrinet
yields up to 50% improvement in performance compared
to Fast Ethernet, which is explained by the reduced communication overhead (see Fig. 3(b)). Fig. 3(c) shows the
relatively low ratio between the application execution time
(one full pie) and the MPI overheads measured, which explains the good application scalability. As a sequential version of this application is not available, we did not separate
the unidentified overhead from the optimal execution time.

Example 3.9 (Source File – benchF.f90)
!ZEN$ SUBSTITUTE length\=256 = {length=2**{2:8}}
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: length=256
...
!ZEN$ CR FFTW_CALL PMETRIC WTIME BEGIN
CALL fftwnd_f77_mpi_(plan, 1, loc, work, 1,
FFTW_TRANSPOSED_ORDER)
!ZEN$ END CR
Example 3.10 (PBS script – run.pbs)
#!ZEN$ SUBSTITUTE nodes\=1 = { nodes={1,2,4} }
#PBS -l walltime=0:29:59,nodes=1:fourproc:ppn=4
#!ZEN$ SUBSTITUTE MPI_MAX_CLUSTER_SIZE\=4 = {
MPI_MAX_CLUSTER_SIZE={1,2,4} }
#PBS -v MPI_MAX_CLUSTER_SIZE=4
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR
#!ZEN$ ASSIGN MPIRUN = {
/opt/local/mpich/bin/mpirun,
/opt/local/mpich_gm/bin/mpirun.ch_gm }
#!ZEN$ SUBSTITUTE no_procs = {1,2,4,8,16}
mpirun -np no_procs benchF
#!ZEN$ CONSTRAINT INDEX 2ˆ(nodes\=1 - 1) *
2ˆ(MPI_MAX_CLUSTER_SIZE\=4-1)==2ˆ(no_procs-1)

3.3. FFTW
The Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW) [9]
is an MPI C subroutine library for computing the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) in one or more dimensions, of both
real and complex data and of arbitrary input size. We have
created a Fortran90 wrapper program which calls a threedimensional FFT, in order to be able to automatically instrument it with SCALEA.
We analysed seven problem sizes, represented by the
three-dimensional square matrix size, ranging from ¾  to
¾ (see Ex. 3.9). We benchmark the subroutine call
fftwnd f77 mpi through a local ZEN behaviour directive (see Ex. 3.9). The experiments are submitted on the
cluster using PBS. We run each problem size on 1, 2,
4, 8, and 16 SMP nodes by annotating the PBS script
with the ZEN variable nodes=1. On each node we execute 1, 2 and 4 MPI processes, which we control through
the MPI MAX CLUSTER SIZE environment variable (see
Ex. 3.10). The constraint directive ensures that the correct number MPI processes is started for each machine size

Nine ZEN directives have been inserted into four files to
generate a total of 210 experiments that have been automatically generated and conducted by ZENTURIO. Fig. 4 shows
two samples from the variety of diagrams that have been automatically generated from the data stored in the data repository. It is well known that the performance of FFTW is dependent on enough work per processor and on fast networks.
For a ¾ problem size, FFTW scales well over Myrinet up
to 16 MPI processes, beyond which the performance degrades (see Fig. 4(a)). For a large ¾  matrix size, FFTW
5

performs by far better over Myrinet than over Fast Ethernet
(see Fig. 4(b)). For this large problem size FFTW scales
well over Myrinet, while Fast Ethernet produces a complete
non-scalability.

Two ZEN directives have been inserted into two files to
produce 40 experiments automatically conducted by ZENTURIO. Fig. 5(a) shows a good scalability of this code.
Backward pricing is a computational intensive application,
which highly benefits from the inter-node MPI and intranode OpenMP parallelisation. The overall wallclock time
of the application significantly improves by encreasing the
number of nodes and OpenMP threads per SMP node.
Fig. 5(b) shows a very high ratio between the application
total execution user time (one full bar) and the HPF and
MPI overheads measured, which explains the good parallel behaviour. This ratio decreases for a high number of
SMP nodes, for which the overheads significantly degrade
the overall performance.

3.4. Backward Pricing
The backward pricing kernel [5] is a parallel implementation of the backward induction algorithm which computes
the price of an interest rate dependent financial product, such
as a variable coupon bond. It is based on the Hull and
White trinomial interest rate tree which models future developments of interest rates. We have performed a performance
and a parameter study for this code.
3.4.1 Performance Study

3.4.2 Parameter Study

Backward pricing has been encoded as an HPF+ application which uses HPF+ directives to distribute the data
onto the SMP nodes. The application is compiled into a
mixed OpenMP/MPI program by the SCALEA instrumentation engine built on top of the HPF+ Vienna Fortran Compiler (VFC). Intra-node parallelisation is achieved through
OpenMP directives. Communication among SMP nodes is
realised through MPI calls. We scheduled the experiments
on the SMP cluster using GRAM. We annotated the RSL
script to vary the machine size from 1 to 10 SMP nodes
(see Ex. 3.11). The ZEN variable count=4 is set with
the number of SMP nodes. Based on the count RSL
parameter, GRAM allocates the corresponding number of
SMP nodes and uses an available local MPI implementation, which must be defined by the user default shell environment. In the current experiment, we have set our environment for MPICH using the p4 device over Fast Ethernet. The MPI MAX CLUSTER SIZE environment variable
ensures that the mpirun script starts only one MPI process
per SMP node. The intra-node parallelisation is achieved by
means of OpenMP. The application has been encoded such
that it reads the number of OpenMP threads to be forked per
SMP node from a file called bench.in. We annotated this
input file with a ZEN substitute directive which varies the
number of threads from 1 to 4 (see Ex. 3.12). The overall
execution time, as well as the MPI communication and the
HPF+ inspector/executor overheads have been measured.

We performed two parameter studies for the Backward pricing code by varying four input parameters: (1) the coupon
bond (ZEN variable coupon from 0.01 to 0.1 with increment 0.001); (2) the number of time steps, over which the
price is computed (ZEN variable nr steps from 5 to 60
with increment 5); (3) the coupon bond’s end time (ZEN
variable bond%end), which must be equal to the number
of time steps; (4) the length of one time step (ZEN variable
delta t from 1/12 to 1 with increment 1/12). The application has been encoded such that it reads its input parameters
from different input data files. ZEN assignment directives
are inserted in the source code immediately after the corresponding read statements (see Ex. 3.13). Thus, the original
read statement is made redundant. A constraint directive
guarantees that the coupon bond’s end time is identical with
the number of time steps. We examined the effects of these
input parameters on the total price output result.
Example 3.13 (Source file – bw halo.f90)
read(10,*) nr_steps
!ZEN$ ASSIGN nr_steps = { 5:60:5 }
...
read(10,*) delta_t
!ZEN$ ASSIGN delta_t = { 0.08, 0.17, 0.25, 0.33,
0.42, 0.5, 0.58, 0.67, 0.75, 0.83, 0.92, 1 }
...
read(10,*) bond%end
!ZEN$ ASSIGN bond\%end = { 5:60:5 }
!ZEN$ CONSTRAINT VALUE nr_steps == bond\%end
...
read(10,*) bond%coupon
!ZEN$ ASSIGN bond\%coupon = { 0.01:0.1:0.001 }

Example 3.11 (Globus RSL script – run.rsl)
+(&
(resourceManagerContact="gescher/jobmanager-pbs")
(*ZEN$ SUBSTITUTE count\=4 = {count={1:10}}*)
(count=4)
(jobtype=mpi)
(environment=(MPI_MAX_CLUSTER_SIZE 1))
(directory="/home/radu/APPS/HANS")
(executable="bw_halo_sis") )

A total number of 1481 experiments have been automatically generated. The output of each completed experiment
containing the total price has been stored into the data repository. Two sample diagrams are depicted in Fig. 5.
The three-dimensional surface in Fig. 5(c) shows the evolution of the total price as a function of the number of time
steps and the coupon, with the following meaning: (a) the

Example 3.12 (Input file – bench.in)
!ZEN$ SUBSTITUTE threads = { 1:4 }
threads
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(a) Wallclock time for different number of nodes and OpenMP
threads per SMP node.

(b) Contribution of MPI and HPF overheads to the overall execution time (4 threads per SMP node).

(c) Total price for length of time step (delta t) = 1.0.

(d) Total price for coupon = 0.05.

Figure 5. Visualisation Diagrams for Backward Pricing.
price decreases with the maturity (number of time steps 
length of time step), because the effect of discounting future
payments increases (i.e. $100 in 20 years are less then $100
in 10 years), but only if the coupon is less than the interest
rates (e.g. for 0.06, the coupon rate is greater than the interest rates); (b) the price increases with coupon, because the
higher the coupon rate is, the higher the future payments are;
(c) for very large maturities, the price linearly depends only
on the coupon.
Fig. 5(d) shows the price evolution by varying the number
of time steps and the length of a time step, with the following
meaning: (a) the price decreases with the length of a time
step, because a smaller payment number implies less money
in the future; (b) depending on the number of time steps, the
price may increase or decrease with maturity, depending on
how much the smaller number of payments are compensated
by smaller discount effects.

ies, performance analysis, and software testings on cluster
and Grid architectures. We have shown a few realistic scenarios of using ZENTURIO for performance and parameter
studies of four parallel applications. A ZEN directive-based
language is used to define values of interest for any application parameter in any source or input file of the application. Parametrisation is therefore no longer restricted to input files only, as in existing conventional parameter study
tools [1, 18]. We have shown the use of ZEN directives for
varying arbitrary application input files, input variables, machine sizes for an SMP cluster (both the number of nodes
and the number of threads per SMP node), and communication networks (Fast Ethernet and Myrinet) within MPI. For
each application we have used a small number of ZEN directives (regularly less than 10) to annotate arbitrary application
source and input files and specify a few hundreds (up to even
thousands) of experiments for each application. We have integrated a full performance analysis tool [17], based on a
full-fledged Fortran 90, HPF, and OpenMP compiler frontend, providing powerful high-level overhead analysis. The
experiments have been conducted (i.e. transferred to the target machine, compiled, and executed) by ZENTURIO fully

4. Conclusions
ZENTURIO has been purposely designed as a generic
experiment management tool to support scientists and engineers in their effort to conduct large scale parameter stud7

automatically. PBS for cluster and GRAM for Grid computing have been used to submit the jobs to an SMP cluster.
For each completed experiment, the performance and output
data are automatically stored into a data repository. An Application Data Visualiser, built on top of the Askalon visualisation diagrams [6], provides advanced techniques to display the performance and output data across multiple experiments, by mapping application parameters to visualisation
axis. A wide variety of visualisation diagrams are supported,
including linechart, barchart, piechart, and surface.
Future work involves the development of a Grid-oriented
architecture based on the Web services technology and the
Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) [8] specification.
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